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Campus
Harping strings: A December
raduate inharp performance has
t been rewarded the Fulbright
Scholarship to study
harp at the
Bucharest
Conservatory of
Music in Romania.
Sonja Inglefield is
only the second
I graduate of the
College of Musical
Arts to receive the
award this year.
About 5,000 grants
are awarded each year through
Fulbright to allow students and
faculty to study abroad. Recipients
are selected based on academic
achievement, professional
qualifications and ability to work with
people.

by Jeff Batdorf
staff writer

Two University students have been
arrested for theft following a police investigation that uncovered about
$30,000 worth of University property
stolen during a rash of computer thefts
on campus last spring.
Jonathan L. Warnick, junior prebusiness major, and Scott Kent, sophomore pre-business major, both of 204
S. Summit St., have been charged with
felonious theft, police said, and bond
has been set at $25,000 and $10,000 respectively.
The investigation began Saturday
night after campus police officer Cynthia Thomason spotted two suspicious
individuals hiding behind a car in Lot
12. The suspects fled, but were later
apprehended by police.
One individual was found hiding in
bushes on the north side of Oak Grove
Cemetery, and the other was found unconscious inside the cemetery. Both
men were taken to Wood County Hospital where Warnick was treated and
released, but the other suspect was
admitted with a broken ankle.
Officers said they escorted Warnick
back to his apartment where they discovered a University telephone and
computer and so left to obtain a search
warrant for the apartment.

State
Corrupted cows: Money

seems to corrupt people even in small
towns. When the 4-H club found out
that Hank, a 1,245 pound steer had
been sold for $28,000 at the Ohio State
Fair and won second place at a
Illinois county fair under a different
name, the club decided to investigate
the matter. Hank has been
impounded.
The group said it would like to
reclaim its reputation for
' 'wholesome contests.''

Water contaminated:
More than 800 residents in Baberton,
Ohio have been forced to boil their
drinking water for the last eight days
because high levels of bacteria have
shown up. Although the situation has
been getting better, officials said that
they want to make sure the water is
safe to drink.

Hotel awarded: A neoclassic

style hotel located in downtown
Cleveland has been added to the
national list of historic hotels
sponsored by the National Trust for
Historic Preservation. The Stouffer
Tower City Plaza Hotel is the only
hotel in Ohio to be included on the list
and is the 32nd on the prestigious list.
"It's pretty significant, we're in
pretty good company," Edward
Chanatry, general manager said.

Nation
Hostages taken: A teen-age

boy in McKee, Ky., armed with a
shotgun, a .357 Magnum and an
automatic pistol took 11 classmates
hostage yesterday. The school was
evacuated at 9:30 a.m. By 1:30 p.m.,
all but three of the students were
released. No demands have been
made.
"We really don't know what he
wants," Police Trooper G.D.
Robinson said.

Letter scheme fools: An
elderly couple in Texas was invited to
join a $50,000 "Social Security"
sweepstakes recently by letter from
the "FBI." An 81-year old N.J. retiree
was asked by letter to donate money
to a group opposingthe new Medicare
law by the 'TBS." These are
examples of direct mail schemes
designed to take the unsuspecting's
money. Officials say not to believe the
letters; for example, the "FBI"
sending letters stands for "Fountains
Bureau of Invitations."
Marconi awarded: In New
Orleans, the first Marconi Radio
Awards were given to deserving radio
and personality qualifiers. Among the
awards given, Chicago's WLS—AM
was named "Legendary Station" and
Paul Harvey won "Personality of the
Year."
Compiled by local and AP wire
reports

High 75°
Low 55°

University
materials
recovered
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Man brought to Ohio: A
New York man accused of shooting a
C hristianburg, Ohio farmer in 1982 is
being brought up on charges of
aggravated murder in Ohio. Vincent
Salvatore Simone, Jr., 41, of
Highland, N.Y. is being transferred to
Urbana, Ohio to be tried for the crime
he is accused of. Simone was one of
four men indicted in the connection of
slaying Burleson Grimes, Sr.
Dayton businessman Delno
Merrick, Jr. has been convicted on a
complicity charge, Phillip Banks,
formerly of Fairtown, Ohio, is being
charged with complicity and Patrick
John Cooney has pleaded guilty in
connection to the case.

Weather

After further questioning, police
determined a bag of miscellaneous stolen property was dumped in the Portage River and the bag was confiscated
Sunday morning with the help of the
Portage Fire Department.
Officers said they found a number of
other items in the apartment believed
to be stolen and discovered information
leading to the location of other stolen
property in a storage compartment at
435E.WoosterSt.

BG News/John Potter

Chicken to Go...

Deb Jackson, of Bar-B-Que Traveler Inc., seasons a rack of chicken halves before they are put into a mobile charcoal oven.
Over 400 chicken dinners were served at the Bowling Green Community Day celebration Sunday afternoon in City Park.

Clifton Boutelle, director of public relations, said some of the items include
computers, hand-held calculators,
hard disc drives, video cassette recorders, radar detectors, television sets,
office supplies and telephones.
He said police are trying to match the
items found with those reported stolen
last spring to determine how many
items the suspects had in their possession.

Attention New jail benefits prisoners
drawn to Minimum security inmates to learn job skills and earn money
homeless
by John Kohlstrand

staff writer

by Mitch Weiss
Associated Press writer

TOLEDO — A housing coalition
planned to set up a "tent city" in front
of Government Center Monday night to
draw attention to Toledo's homeless
and what it considers a lack of affordable housing.
Terry Glazer, spokesman with Housing Now's Toledo chapter which organized the event, said 31 local groups support the demonstration.
Several hundred people were expected to attend a 7 p.m. rally and sleep in
tents outside the building before going
to a city council meeting Tuesday
morning, Glazer said.
"Homelessness is a growing and serious problem in Toledo. ... It you address the problem now, then maybe
you can avoid spending the millions
and millions and millions of dollars
necessary to correct the problem
later," he said.
Housing Now planned to ask officials
at the City Council meeting to allocate
$1 million annually to the city's Department of Housing and Neighborhood
Revitalization to fund housing programs for the next 10 years.
The coalition also said it would ask
the council to endorse the national
Housing Now march on Washington
next month and allocate $3,500 to send a
bus to the Oct. 7 rally.
Housing advocates contend Toledo
has 4,400 abandoned homes that, if rehabilitated, could help solve the housing problem. Several thousand people
are on waiting lists for public housing.
The coalition estimates that several
hundred people are living in shelters
and on streets. Glazer said thousands
more may be living with friends, families and in cramped quarters — one
step away from being homeless.
D See Homeless, page 4.

Prisoners of the new Wood County
Jail, to be completed by spring 1990,
will have an opportunity to learn job
skills and eam money for the time
when they are released.
Representatives from Wood County
signed a "mission statement" Friday
morning showing their commitment to
the work program for county inmates.
Minimum security prisoners at the
jail will earn wages for jobs at the
Wood County Work Center. The type of
work and the wages have not been
determined yet, but Wood County Executive Linda Amos said the work may
be some kind of small assembly.
The jail and work program project
would cost $10 million, with the jail itself costing about $6.9 million, Amos
said. The new jail will house 127
prisoners.
The work program's aim is to instill
personal pride in county inmates,
County Commissioner Thomas Warns

"The commissioners
decided from the
beginning that the jail
would be an asset to the
community. The
prisoners were not
going to be lying around
on bunks."
-Linda Amos, Wood
County Executive

said.
"Many inmates have never been given the chance to feel a sense of accomplishment," Warns said. "The justice
work center can do that and, at the
same time, return inmates to society
with a sense of worth."
County Commissioner Marilyn
Baker said the time spent in jail can be
used by prisoners constructively for

self-improvement.
"We have not built a warehouse for
bodies — we have built a facility that
will teach people to be accountable for
their actions, Baker said.
The new facility also will offer alcohol and drug abuse treatment, education programs and job training and
placement services for inmates.
Wood County Sheriff Matthew Brichta said most jail and prison programs overlook inmate problems by
denying prisoners an opportunity to
learn job skills in adjusting to society.
"We deal with the end result every
time an offender is returned to us," he
said.
Amos said the concept of a work program was spearheaded by the county
commissioners.
"The commissioners decided from
the beginning that the jail would be an
asset to the community," Amos said.
"The prisoners were not going to be
lying around on bunks."
Similiar work programs are in place
in other communities, such as Springfield, Mass., Amos said.

Drug war to involve military
by Susanne M. Schafer
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON - Defense Secretary
Dick Cheney told the Joint Chiefs of
Staff on Monday to draw up plans for
using their planes, ships, radar and
troops to help stem the flow of drugs
into the United States.
Cheney said he could not say how
many people will be involved in the
effort or what it will cost until the
chiefs report back to him Oct. 15 on
what they can do to cut the flow of illegal drugs from Mexico and the Caribbean nations.
"I believe that our military forces
have the capability to make a substantial contribution toward drug interdiction, and I am asking them to make the
necessary preparations to carry out

that responsibility," the secretary told
Until now, the Pentagon's role has
reporters.
been to support efforts of state National
In helping fight President Bush's war Guard unite, which have been used for
on illicit drugs, Cheney said the De- such duties as inspecting cargo at ports
fense Department will emphasize stop- of entry, taking part in aerial searches
Eing drugs from entering the country, for marijuana crops and helping transut will also help fight drug abuse and eirt law enforcement officials or conaid other nations in attacking drugs at
aband. Those efforts have varied
from state to state.
their source.
The joint chiefs are working out the
Cheney insisted that in no case would
details of the program, which will in- the Pentagon be drawn into a law enclude beefed-up border radar, addi- forcement role.
tional ships and planes for surveillance
Nor, he said, will U.S. forces overalong the eastern and southern coasts, seas be sent into combat. "There's a
and improved coordination among clear line out there," Cheney said, the
agencies involved in the drug battle, military will not cross.
The secretary conceded, however,
sources said.
"The worker bees have got it, and that using U.S. military personnel to
train
other nations' forces, as is being
they're under pressure to come up with
some answers," said one high-level mi- done now in Colombia, can put U.S. military source, who spoke on condition litary personnel at risk.
he not be named.
See Force*, page 6
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USG elections
name a voice
Today, Undergraduate Student Government is
holding senatorial elections for twelve
government seats — six on-campus, six offcampus.
Students elegible to vote must realize that this
isone-thirdoi aU USG representation for students.
Complaints waged against USG in the past have
rangea from the petty (they never do anything), to
the serious (failure to file students' voter registration forms).
Now is the time to do something about those complaints.
. . „
It takes about two minutes to check the candidates of your choice, and hopefully, by careful
selection, elect people who can solve these problems.
Many times students say USG doesn't do anything. But many times the same students never
even take the time to find out who their senator is
and notify him or her of a representation problem.
This is the time to not only find out, but to decide.
Even Food Operations is supporting the USG
elections this year. For voting, each student
receives a free 10 ounce carbonated beverage. It
will probably take students longer to consume
their soda than to vote for a senator.
A senator, a soda and a hand in naming who will
mete out the budget that students help to fund.
What a deal.

Furniture policy
is inconvenient
A he University implemented a new residence
hall oolicy this fall concerning the type of furniture
ti .at may be used in the living units by students.
It seems that students may use furniture provided by the University and, if they choose, bring
fire retardant furniture from home.
Noting that the University did not refurnish every
residence unit on campus with fireproof furniture,
the policy becomes highly questionable.
While fireproof furniture would help keep fires in
residence halls from spreading, the furniture provided by the University can not make this claim.
Also, how many fires are there in the residence
halls each year, and does this number merit passing a policy that inconveniences students, both environmentally and financially?
For nine months a year students make the residence halls a home. Many students decorate their
rooms to reflect a feeling of permanace and belonging — a feeling of home.

A Market Square Hero Dennis Robaugh

Get opinion off opinion page!
I was thumbing through the
pages of The BG News when I
came upon something that
offended me horribly. It shocked
me to the core of my soul.
Newspapers are in a unique
position to give us an in-depth
look at issues that affect us from
far and near. Child abuse, the
homeless on our city streets
(our, as in Bowling Green's, city
streets — they're out there, you
know), world hunger, the growing toxic chemical scare, rampant drug abuse and corruption
and deceit in our government.
But these are piddly issues
that do not need our immediate
attention. There are more pressing concerns. I'm talking about
our sensibilities, our morals and
our sense of decency.
It is because of this that I have
been moved to write a letter to
the editor of The BG News. I
have never written a letter to the
editor before, but this is so important mat I must make the
effort to be heard.
So, here it is:
To the Editor,
In the past tew weeks, your
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rest rooms, and 2) BG students
do not read Friday Magazine.
In addition, I do not find "A
Market Square Hero" to be insightful, scathing, humorous,
mildly amusing, edifying nor do
I find it warm or touching. Mister Robaugh has a lot of nerve
trying to express an opinion I do
not agree with or trying to make
me laugh. He should be castrated. In the future, I hope you
exercise considerable restraint
when reviewing his column
prior to publication.
Friday Magazine's Chris
Dawson is another humorless
hack whose printed words are so
much fecal ink. I urge you to
drop his view of the world from
your publication immediately.
And I must not forget that advocate of evil, editorial cartoonist Thom Krouse, who regularly
portrays issues of the day in his
editorial drawings. Certainly
the editors have better judgement than to allow an artist to
parody such a despicable scenario —a blackout after a night of
drinking, something that never
happens on a college campus on

any given weekend.
If the editorial page wishes to
continue printing controversial
subject matter in the form of
cartoons or columns, it should
be done in a manner that everyone agrees with. Controversy
should be agreeable.
I find the majority of what is
printed on the editorial page
(that is, editorial cartoons, opinionated comic strips and opinion
columns) to be offensive and
without redeeming value. On the
basis of my wide poll of public
opinion (that is, me, myself and
Ii, I urge you to make considerable changes in your policies or
put restraints on your opinion
mongers.
Respectfully,
John Q. Mushbrain
I live in a cloud.
Robaugh, a junior newseditorial major, is a columnist
for TheBG News. Warning:
There is a considerable amount
of sarcasm, parody and satire in
this letter. The simple of mind
should take caution when reading-

Letters
Commuter students desire facility to exercise smoking Yights'
To the Editor,
. .
Upon my arrival to the Off-Campus Student Center this morning, I
was confronted by signs informing me the Center would become a
non-smoking facility. According to the information I was able to
gather, this move was made despite reccomendations to the con•ary by the off-campus students and the Center's director.
The understanding the students had was that smoking at the
Center was to be confined to the main lounge. Special ventillating
fans were installed which were to minimize the effects of the smoke
in the lounge. According to the non-smoking students I surveyed in
the course of the day, these fans are doing an excellent job.
We, as smoking commuter students, find ourselves in a no-win situation. We are responsible adults; many of us are much older than
the traditional on-campus students; we own homes, are raising families and have been tax-paying citizens for many years. Our tax
monies as well as our tuition payments are supporting this University and paying the faculty, staff and adininistration who operate it.
Still, however, we were informed today that we "have no rights."
Here's our quandry; we are addicted to nicotine. It is difficult for
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us to even attempt to justify our habit to non-smokers, knowing that
it is a filthy, expensive and self-destructive habit.
Telling an alcoholic he's a drunk won't stop him from drinking.
Judgemental and punitive measures directed toward persons with
no opportunity for feedback or offers to help fight the addictive lifestyles that we find ourselves living will only achieve the opposite effect. Telling smokers not to smoke only increases the physical and
psychological need for tobacco.
The off-campus students who have met so far regarding the issue
do agree that smoking is hazardous, but it is still legal until a higher
judicial authority that BGSU tells us otherwise. We don't have any
clear answers regarding what can be done, but agree that a designated smoking area on campus is needed. We also agree that we are
in need of more than a slap on the face by this administration. It is
indeed true that one's "rights end where the other person's nose begins." However, treating us like social outcasts is not the solution
either.
Marte Sorg,
Off-Campus Student Center

by John Boissy

Fatman

A?A~

Some times, it just takes a bean bag chair or
small table to accomplish the feeling. In the residence halls, the University's main concern should
be to make students feel at home, not at a hotel.

newspaper has run a number of
cartoons and columns that I do
not find amusing, not in the
least. I find a high degree of
"baseness" and parody of reality in your regular strips, your
opinion columns express too
much opinion (most of which I
disagree with vehemently) and
your editorial cartoons poke fun
of serious issues. As a matter of
fact they go right over my head,
and that I cannot stand for.
Fred Wright, creator of "Welcome to the Real World," has
transgressed the bounds of reality and damaged my tender psyche by portraying a vigilant resident adviser violating the
sanctity of the rest room toilet
stall.
It is very apparent that resident advisors never overreact to
a situation, never wrongly accuse a student of misdeeds and
never violate the sanctity of the
rest room toilet stall.
Furthermore, it is quite absurd to portray a young gentleman relaxing in a toilet stall
with Friday Magazine because
1) human beings do not use the
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Campus Life
Elections to fill USG district seats
■GNsws

by Lynn Gagel and Beth Church

Nineteen candidates are vying for 12 district seats today in the
Undergraduate Student Government elections.
The elections in the six on-campus districts and six off-campus
districts are all contested except District Two — MacDonald Quadrangle and Sorority Row.
However, Colleen McGinty, USG vice president said, five to six
students have expressed interest in running as write-in candidates
there, so she expects a race in every district.
Every student voting for an senatorial candidate in a district polling place between 4-6 p.m. today will be rewarded, she said.
Students exercising voting rights in the Commons or in the MacDonald, Founders, Harshman or Kreischer Quadrangle cafeterias
will receive a complimentary 10-ounce carbonated beverage provided by Food Operations.
The promotion was planned to encourage voter turnout in the
senatorial race, McGinty said, explaining the goal regarding turnout
is to exceed last year's count.
Voting will also takeplace in the Union Oval 9a.m. to 4 p.m.
Candidates listed officially on the ballot were required to submit
Eetitions containing signatures of 25 University undergraduates and
ave been campaigning since Sept. 15.
"Candidates have sent letters to every resident, fliers, target letters to groups," USG President Kevin Coughlin said. "I'm impressed with the amount of campaigning going on."
The following candidates are competing for USG District seats:

District One
Name: Aaron Marks
Major: sophomore/architecture design
Hometown: Lima, Ohio
Leadership experience: Vice president of Black Student Union.
Most important issue USG faces: "I want to bring all of the organizations together so they can all relate to each other — maybe
through one big event."
Name: Lance Pete
Major: freshman/broadcast journalism
Hometown: Amherst.Ohio
Most important issue USG faces: "I want to continue the effort of
establishing a smoke-free environment and create a better academic atmosphere at the University."

District Three
Name: Sakinah Ay cocks
Major: freshman/journalism
Hometown: Warrensville Heights, Ohio
Most important issue USG faces: "It's important to make some
type of organization for students to get involved, especially freshmen. If you don't get involved — if you don't know what's happening,
you miss out on a lot. "
Name: Mike Sears
Major: freshman/psychology
Hometown: Akron, Ohio
Leadership experience: Member of Peace Coalition.
Most important issue USG faces: "I would work for more students
to go to their (USG) representatives with questions on the issues so
the reps know what is going on."

District Four
Name: Jeffrey Mealy
Major: freshman/pre-accounting
Hometown: Akron, Ohio
Most important issue USG faces: "Parking. There is a growing
number of students and faculty and parking space isn't growing."
Name: PhilMercio
Major: junior/IPCO
Hometown: Buffalo, New York
Leadership experience: Orientation Board member and leader.
Most important issue USG faces: "I would like to help structure a
goverment that would help the welfare of the students."

District Five
Name: Veronica Pillars
Major: sophomore/political science
Hometown: Akron, Ohio
Most important issue USG faces: "I believe we need more lighting on campus, more benefits for resident advisers and more bathroom facuities."
Name: Marci Ring
Major: sophomore/health care administration
Hometown: Peabody, Mass.
Most important issue USG faces: "Regulating USG funds and
paying attention to how the University spends its money is necessary.'
Name: Joellyn Thompson
Major: freshman/undecided
Hometown: Whitehouse Station, New Jersey
Most important issue USG faces: "Campus safety. The escort
service is not always available, more emergency phones are needed
with better lighting."

District Six:
Name: Jennifer Carmichael
Major: sophomore architectural design
Hometown: Saline, Mich.
Leadership experience: 1988-89 District #6 Senator, USG represenative for Homecoming Committee, Batchelder Hall Council
Secretary.
Most important issue USG faces: "Course offerings. We are all
here to get an education and it makes it difficult when we can't get
into the courses we need to graduate."
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Name: Jonathan Truax.
Major: sophomore/general studies in business.
Hometown: Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Leadership: 1989 Kreischer Quad government representative,
1988 USG committee representative.
Most important issue USG faces: "I'd like to see capital improvements made in Kreischer, similar to the carpet installed this
year."

Off-Campus District
Name: JohnCorrigan
Major: junior/history
Hometown: Euclid. Ohio
Leadership experience: 1986-88 Member of U.S. Army
Most important issue USG faces: "I want to make the University
more accountable for fee increases and make them list what the
purpose is behind the raises. They should be justified to students so
we know where our money is going."
Name: ScottGargasz
Major: senior/business pre-law and finance
Leadership experience: Vice President of Young Executives
Club, Student Court Justice.
Most important issue USG faces: "Transportation and parking
needs to be addresssed and so far no one has brought up a decent solution. Maybe the shuttle bus service could work on a regular schedule throughout the area."
Name: Michelle Kast
Major: junior/accounting
Hometown: NorthOlmstead,Ohio
Leadership experience: American Marketing Association, Accounting Tutor, Deputy Registrar.
Most important issue USG faces: "Students need to get more involved and support USG's activities."
Name: Karen Kotwica
Major: junior/business
Hometown: Chagrin Falls, Ohio
Leadership experience: Member of service sorority Omega Phi
Alpha.
Most important issue USG faces: "Safety for students on campus.
The lighting situation also needs to be worked on."

Name: GeowarrenOwens
Major: senior/IPCO
Hometown: Cincinnati, Ohio
Leadership experience: Two-term USG Senator, Campus TomName: Sharon Seifert
Guide.
Major: freshman/international business
Most important issue USG faces: ' Improve relations between offHometown: Cincinnati, Ohio
Most important issue USG faces: "I think we have three main is- campus students and landlords."
sues — student parking, smoking and student involvement."

Name: Kevin Turner
Major: junior/history
Hometown: Indianapolis, Ind.
Leadership experience: USG Minority Affairs and Human Relations Coordinator. USG representative to Faculty Senate, USG
represenative to ACGFA.
Most important issue USG faces: "Minority relations with student
Sroups and minority populations as a whole. I would work with stuent groups such as Latino Student Union and Black Student Union
and try to bridge the gap."

Name: Jason Richardson
Major: junior/political science
Hometown: Toledo, Ohio
Leadership experience: 1989-90 Vice president of Pre-Law Society, Assistant Chief Prosecutor of Student Court.
Most important issue USG faces: "I strongly support the course evaluation booklets (for the College of Business Administration) an
would like to see that extended to the whole University. It's an example of students taking an active role."
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"Your Connection to the World"

"SCHOLASTIC YEAR SUPER SPECIAL"
STILL AVAILABLE

BGSU STUDENTS
STILL HAVE TIME TO SAVE
27 TO 45 PERCENT ON CABLE
TV SERVICE, ON AND OFF CAMPUS.
BUT HURRY - OFFER EXPIRES
118 N. Main Street SOON! CALL OR STOP IN
Og.HR.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
8:00 A.M.-5.30 P.M.
(419)352-8424
Monday-Friday

Homecoming King & Queen
Applications are due
• Tomorrow (Wednesday) at noon.
Memories of Woodstock
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Cultural unity stressed Students reach for STAR
by Michelle Banks
staff writer

To obtain cultural diversity at the University
level, graduate students must ask questions of departments, advisers and themselves, according to
a University professor at a mini-conference Sunday night.
"Ask yourself, 'What do I know about the ethnic
faculty', and 'How can I choose a mentor to enhance my own cultural diversity?'," said John
Scott, director of Ethnic Cultural Arts Program,
speaking at the Graduate Student Senate's first
mini-conference.
Choosing a mentor is important in graduate education, Scott said, because "your mentor represents the most influential relationship as scholars and people."
Questions which should be asked of advisers include : What ethnic groups have you worked under
and with? Will you or have you visited an ethnic
family.neighborhood or church? What are your
feelings about race and color?
Graduate students also should ask the department or college about the history and employment

of the ethnic faculty, he said.
"(Graduate) students interested in addressing
the cultural diversity issue must ask these questions," he said.
A panel of two University faculty members and
two graduate students responded to Scott's address.
Errol Lam, assistant professor of information
services for Jerome Library, said the University
needs to recognize other minority groups beside
blacks and Hispanics.
"The newly acquired cultural diversity goal is a
dangerous continuation of elimination of people of
color," Lam said. "Blacks and Hispanics are not
the only (minority groups) and we cannot let this
type of behavior continue in an environment which
is trying to achieve cultural diversity."
Angela Spence-Nelson, a graduate student in
American culture studies, said many classes at the
University focus from a white male point of view.
"Cultural diversity is an understanding of value
systems so people should push things that they
want to study (in order to gain more than one
viewpoint)," she said.
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sulting in a positive response
from freshmen.
Since the on-line system — the
only one like it in the country —
was so successful, it now will be
the official system the University will use. Eventually every
type of registration, including
drop/add, will be done by
phone.
The deadline for tentative
spring semester registration
through the system was Sept. 13,
and students who missed the
deadline will be at a major disadvantage when scheduling for
spring classes, Pugh said.
Those who did not use the
phone system will have to wait
until those who did use the
system are done registering,
which will be considered open
registration.
"They will have to take what's
left over and will have to make
many more calls than students
who called earlier," Pugh said.
Eventually, there will be a
study conducted to determine
the reasons students did not utilize the system, Pugh said.
The results of the system currently are being distributed to

by Jill Novak
staff writer

Tentative registration for
spring semester classes has
been the most successful ever
and University officials credit
this to the new
STAR system.
According to
Interim Registrar Susan
Pugh, 14,777
students —
13,736 undergraduates and
1,041 graduate
students — uti1 i z e d the Pugh
$240,000 on-line phone registration system.
"It is incredible," Pugh said.
"We thought it would be really
good if we had between 11,000
and 12,000 students participate
and this is the highest ever... it's
a complete success."
Freshman registration was
exceptionally high, Pugh said,
explaining the importance of the
phone system was expressed
during summer orientation re-

departments and they will examine and analyze the students'
requests in order to determine
the times, instructors, and number of offerings for spring sections.
This process should be completed by Oct. 4 and then students' tentative choices will be
printed and mailed to their
campus addresses by the end of
October.
Although she hopes more than
80 percent of course requests
will be granted, Pugh said there
are still no guarantees students
will receive the exact sections
and times they requested.
"It's a little difficult because
this is a learning process for
everyone," Pugh said. "I think
students will definitely be happier at the end of the entire process."
The new system allows students to have more control over
their schedules and they should
be more satisfied, Pugh said,
since they will be able to immediately find out what classes are
closed.

Homeless

352-5166

Fast Free Delivery

Registration system utilized by 14,777 students

comment were left for Diane
Hairston, executive director of
the housing department, and
City Manager Phil Hawkey.
The federal government has
slashed $25 billion from housing
programs since 1981, leaving
states and local government

D Continued from page 1.
City officials have been reluctant to deal with the problem because they felt that the federal
government should handle it,
Glazer said.
Telephone messages seeking

GOLD
RING
SALE
$
75 OFF 18K
'50OFF14K

-COUPON —

scrambling to make up the difference, Glazer said.
"What we're saying is the
amount of money that the federal government is giving keeps
decreasing, the need in the city
keeps increasing," Glazer said.
"In order to meet the need, it's
going to take an effort by the
city to spend some of their local
dollars to solve the problem."
The coalition's proposal has
the support of the Toledo chapter of the NAACP, Toledo Board
of Realtors, the Roman Catholic
diocese of Toledo and local
unions.
Sister Ann Verhesen, director
of Toledo's Housing Now chapter and a member of the Ohio
Coalition for the Homeless, said
the city never had made a commitment to housing or the homeless.
"But there has been a lot of
awareness-raising done in refard to the problem of
omelessness. Homelessness
has increased to the point where
it cannot be ignored anymore,"
she said.
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Home opener
highlights

'UEt^.
BG News/Pat Mingarelli
Early in the second quarter. Falcon tailback Leroy Smith gets hit by two Cardinals during one of his 19 rushing
attempts. Smith was one of a few bright spots, gaining 89 yards.

BG News/Pat Mingarelli
Senior Defensive lineman Derrick Carr sils in dismay on the Falcon bench during the fourth quarter.

BG News'Pat Mingarelli
Long time Falcon fan Clyde Scott of Bowling Green, examines his program. Scott graduated from the University in 1938 and has been at every
home game since 1975

BG News/Pat Mingarelli
Despite the losing score. Falcon cheerleader Deanna Peters tries to keep
the crowd in the game.

Courtesy of the Key
Freshmen Pam Curry (left), and Wendy Vaughn protect themselves from the wind and rain at Saturday's
home football game against Ball State University.
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Zoning rule approved
by John Kohlstrand
staff writer

BG News/ Pat Mingarelli
It took senior Mendi Myers almost three hours to sit in every seat in the stadium at Perry Field Friday
morning. Myers won the Lucky But Contest sponsored by 93Q-FM and to sit in every seat in order to collect her prize. Because the Falcon's lost Saturday all she won was a toilet seat with the score written on it.

.-.•-.-.•^-.-.-»
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favorite
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ture legal battles caused by zoning disputes. Marsh said.
It's comforting to know that
as people want to come into the
city, there won't be legal battles
in the works," he said. Perrysville and Perrysville Township
currently are involved in such a
dispute, Marsh said.
The Corridor includes much of
the land bounded by Interstate-75. Carter Road, Poe Road
and Gypsy Lane Road.
Quinn said because of the Corridor's location near an interstate and the design of utilities
currently in place there, the
area is important as a future
area of commercial and industrial expansion for the city,
Quinn said.
Marsh said Center Township
would consider approving the
agreement at its meeting next
Monday.

Booklet services students

REACH FOR THE POWER.
* Support

An ordinance forming a joint
zoning committee between
Bowling Green and Center
Township passed last night at
City Council.
The ordinance forms a sixperson "Ad Hoc Development
Committee" which will consider
zoning and rezoning requests in
the "Dunbridge Road Corridor," an area east of Interstate-75.
City Council president John
Quinn said the committee was
not formed because of any disputes between the city and the
township.
"We feel that it is preventive
more than (in response to) problems that are actually there,"
Quinn said.
City Attorney Mike Marsh
said the agreement will be one of

the first of its kind in the state.
While the committee has no
legal power, it will make recommendations about the area
that the city will take "very seriously," he said.
The ordinance will allow
Center Township to collect the
city's share of property taxes for
10-15 years on areas annexed by
Bowling Green from the Corndor. Marsh said because a township's primary source of income
is property taxes, this is to prevent a sudden loss of Income for
Center Township.
The tax money lost by the city
is "small to us, but it's a lot to
them (Center Township),"
Marsh said.
Center Township will need the
money to maintain its roads,
which may need improvement
with development in the area
Marsh said.
The city will benefit because
the committee will eliminate fu-

*
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by Lynn Gagel
staff writer

University-wide peer advice is
now available for business students finalizing plans for spring
semester course registration,
due to a booklet recently printed
by the Undergraduate Student

Government.
Distribution of the booklet begins at USG district senatorial
elections today.
The completion was announced by USG President Kevin Coughlin at the second General Assembly meeting of the
year last night.
"The booklet is by students,

441 don't want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.99

for students and is a tremendous
service to students," he said,
explaining USG plans to extend
the evaluations to all six University colleges next year.
"We picked one school to start
with, to experiment, to see how
much it would cost us and to see
how students would react," USG
Vice President Colleen McGinty
said.
"Business administration has
the highest faculty/student
ratio on campus and the highest
number of partials (schedules)
given on campus, so there was a
priority," Coughlin added.
He estimated the cost of the
booklet's preparation to be
$1,500, including a printing cost
of $1,300.
Surveys were mailed to nearly
4,000 students enrolled in business courses during spring
semester and one-third to onehalf of them were completed and
returned, Coughlin said. No
teacher evaluated in the booklet
had less than five evaluations
returned.
Negative reaction has been
expressed by business faculty
but, it has not been extensive,
Coughlin said.
"We've got a right (in the University charter) to do it, we're
going to do it — it's for students
and by students," he said. "We're not out to get someone fired,
but to help (students) plot out
four years of college.''
No legislative actions were
taken at the meeting because
senate membership is still not
complete. Swearing in of the 12
senators elected today and official legislative business begins
at the General Assembly meeting next Monday.

Forces
D Continued from page 1.
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the intelligent choice, AT&T.
If youd like to know more
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like International Calling and
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"It's a dangerous business. I
hope nobody's hurt in the process, but I can't guarantee it,"
Cheney said, adding that U.S.
personnel are acting under rules
of engagement that allow them
to defend themselves.
Asked whether he backed
, shooting down planes that refuse
to identify themselves and are
suspected of smuggling drugs,
as some in Congress have suggested, Cheney said the department has no such authority.
"We have to be very careful,"
the secretary said.
Cheney said the department
intends to deploy "appropriate
elements of the Armed Forces"
to help reduce the flow of drugs
into the country, but cited no
specific numbers or types of military personnel.
The goal, Cheney said, is to
"complicate the challenge of
(letting illegal drugs into Amerca, increasing the cost and the
risk of drug smuggling."
Cheney declared his program
"a high-priority national security mission."
That message appeared to be
aimed both at Congress, where
some members have expressed
doubts about the Pentagon's
commitment to the drug war,
and to those inside the Pentagon
who've been loathe to use dwindling military resources against
civilian drug smugglers.
Among other things, the secretary said, he has instructed
the joint chiefs to:
—Plan for a "substantial Caribbean counter-narcotics task
force, with appropriate planes
and ships," to cut the drug flow
from Latin America.
—Study the use of military
forces to support the counterdrug work of U.S. law enforcement agencies, such as the Drug
Enforcement Administration,
and "cooperating foreign
governments," in particular
Mexico.

BG gains
IU respect
by Mike Drabenstott
sports writer

Though the Mickey Cochrane
Field scoreboard revealed Sunday a 2-1 Indiana victory over
Bowling Green, there was no
doubt the Falcon booters, in a
way, had emerged victorious.
And the standing-room-only
crowd acknowledged the victory
with a rousing round of applause
for the Falcons following the
final horn.
Indeed, a loss was added to the
BG ledger. But in no way should
it overshadow the confidence the
young Falcons obtained.
Indiana, the defending NCAA
champion, entered the game
featuring the likes of Hermann
Trophy winner Ken Snow, his
talented brother Steve and allregion player Sean Shapert, not
to mention the other skilled
players who composed the redclad squad.
History was also on the side of
the Hoosiers — the closest BG
had come to them in eight
matches was a 3-3 overtime tie
in 1985.
Meanwhile, the Falcons started seven freshmen — players
who will have faced numerous
tests on the field long before
they tackle their first collegiate
midterm.
Saying BG was less experienced than the Hoosiers entering Sunday's match would have
been an understatement.
Seeing a potential roadblock,
BG head coach Gary Palmisano
said he discussed the problem
with his squad earlier in the
week.
"We sat down after practice
and I asked them who was nervous playing Indiana at home,"
he said. "Half of them raised
their hands.
"All week long we tried to deal
with the psychological aspect of
the game. We made it an issue
with the players and said that it
can't be that way. A lot of teams
drop back when they play teams
likelU.
"We felt no reason for us to do
that. Our attitude was to come
out and attack."
And after shaking some firsthalf nervousness and tentativeness, they attacked, mounting a
second-half offensive charge
which was one Hoosier save by
Juergen Sommer from tying the
match.
Such determination is indicative of the team's positive attitude, which has been expressed
by all the coaches and the
seniors on the team.
Last season, the Falcon
booters were tabbed as one of
the top teams in the region. Yet
season-long intrasquad friction
resulted in three players leaving
the team, including one allAmerican defenseman, Jon
Felton, and a promising firstyear striker, Shawn Howe.
"Team-turmoil" ended the
season with a disappointing 9-11
record.

Cardinals fly by Falcons, 28-3
by Andy Woodard
sports writer

Bowling Green's strengths
and weaknesses are quite clear
just two games into the 1989
season.
Strengths—the kicking game.
Weaknesses — defense and scoring offense.
Despite gaining more total
yards (308-295) than Ball State,
the Falcons could only muster a
34-yard field goal by Fuzzy Zeller Saturday in their 28-3 MidAmerican Conference loss at
Doyt Perry Field.
Rain early in the game caused
for a soggy field, which may
have helped run- and defensiveoriented Ball State, 1-1-1 overall,
1-0 in the MAC.
The Cardinals' offense pushed
around the Bowling Green defense for 171 rushing yards —109
in the first half — and three first
half touchdowns.
The Ball State defense stuffed
the Falcon offense four times
from the one-yard line in the
third quarter and stopped them
another time on a fourth-andone.
Meanwhile, Zeller made one
of two field goal tries. The miss
was into a 10-mile per hour wind
from 42-yards out — Zeller said
he should have made it. Cris
Shale punted twice for a 64.5
average.
In all, the Falcons seem like
the same team which finished
2-8-1 last season. At times they
were close, but no cigar.
Trailing 21-3, the Falcons
received the second half kickoff
and moved in 10 plays to the Ball
State one-yard fine. Four plays
Sxiuced tour no gains and the
rdinals were gomg the other
way.
"Only one yard, we should be
able to put it in." said Falcon
quarterback Rich Dackin, who
was 16-of-28 for 198 yards. "It's
ridiculous. I don't think there

were any missed (blocking) assignments. Ball State just stuffed us."
"That would have got us back
into the game," Bowling Green
head coach Moe Ankney said.
"The score would have been
21-10 and it would have boosted
our whole football team."
One of the bright spots for BG
was freshman tailback LeRoy
Smith, who had 88 yards in 19 attempts. Despite his performance, Smith was taken out when
the Falcons had the first-andgoal series.
Ankney changed the offense
from the pro-I to the wishbone
on the goal line. He said Smith
isn't on the first team wishbone
offense.
"He should have been in there.
Maybe we'll have to re-think
what to do around the goal line
and put (Smith) in there," Ankney said.
The Falcons got close again on
their next series, moving to the
Ball State 23. An intentional
grounding penalty on Dackin on
second down nearly put Bowling
Green out of scoring range.
On third down, though, Dackin
ran 13 yards to set up fourthand-12. Ankney decided on a
field goal attempt, but Zeller's
kick fell short.
The Poe Ditch Rat made a
cameo appearance on BG's next
series, which began at the Falcon 33. But three plays produced
minus-l yard.
This time, instead of kicking
the ball, as with Zeller's missed
field goal, Ankney rolled the
dice. He came up craps when
fullback Ron Viscounte ran a
faked punt and gained only four
yards.
The Cardinals scored nine
Elays later on a three-yard run
y Troy Smith, making the final
"We thought we could get a
fake fpunt on them," Ankney
said. 'We were down 21-3 — a
big play would have give us the

Courtesy of the Key/ Eric Mull
Bowling Green's LeRoy Smith gets dragged down by Ball State's Shawon Respress (56) while Toby Beegle (46)
looks on. Smith rushed for 88 yards in Saturday's game.

momentum. We were down and
had to take some chances. "The
Poe Ditch Rat hurt us. It wasn't
a good Poe Ditch Rat field out
there."
Ball State, on the other hand,
Sot its lift from tailback Adam
rilson.
The senior was put into the
starting line up prior to game
time because Ball State head
coach Paul Schudel wanted to
rest starter Bernie Parma lee,
who was nursing a sprained ankle.

Wilson carried the ball on Ball
State's first six plays and 20
times in the first quarter for 74
Sards. He finished with a careerigh 124 yards and a touchdown
on 36 attempts.
"I didn't know I carried the
ball that many times. The whole
line made it easy on me," Wilson
said. "They gave me the holes to
run through.
Ball State scored its first
touchdown with 1:20 left in the
first quarter on David Riley's
one-yard pass to Sean Jones.

BG makes light of Mountaineers
by Matt Schroder
sports reporter

The West Virginia volleyball team
probably should have quit while it was
ahead.
r ga
Michigan Saturday, the
Mountaineers ran into
a fired up Bowling
Green team who
needed only 46 minutes
to defeat UWV, 15-4,
154, and 15-2.
The Falcons received
dominating efforts
from sophomore
middle hitter Lisa Mlka
Mika and senior outside hitter Jennifer Russell, who turned

in hitting percentages of .706 and .503, respectively.
Head coach Denise Van De Walle felt
that the team played up to its potential
against WVU.
"That's the level of volleyball we strive
to play," she said. "I thought we came
out very determined," she added.
The Falcons' team hitting percentage
was an astounding .410, as they registered 43 kills in 83 attempts with only
nine errors.
"A team hitting percentage of around
.270 is good, and anytime you can hit .300,
that's even better. To hit .410 is just incredible," Van De Walle said.
"BG has a tremendous offense,"
Mountaineers head coach Varnica
Hammersmith said. "Their hitters hit it
very high which made it tough for us to
block. They just found the holes in our de-

fense extremely well," she added.
Senior Linda Popovich again led the
team in assists with 27 in the three games
to push her season total up to 401.
On Friday night, the Falcons lost a
hard fought match to UM, and Hammersmith said she thought BG took out
their frustrations on her team.
"BG's loss to Michigan must have been
disappointing, and I think they took some
of it out on us," she said.
Despite winning the first two games
15-12 and 15-9, the Falcons couldn't put
the Wolverines away, and eventually lost
in five games.
In game three, BG fell behind early,
then came back to gain a 13-12 lead. But
UM would not be denied, as they took advantage of some critical Falcon errors
and won 15-13.
"We kept giving them (UM) momen-

tum by making mistakes, and they just
took advantage of it," Van De Walle said.
The Wolverines controlled the fourth
game, as the Falcons could only get as
close as 11-11 before losing 15-11.
"We finally started talking and pulling
together as a team," UM middle hitter
Carla Hunter said. "Our communication
really got better after that second
game."
The fifth game proved to be the clincher in what was a disappointing night
for the Falcons. After leading 104 at one
point, outside hitters Kim Clover,
kristen Lang, and Julia Sturm led Michigan back to a 15-12 triumph.
The Wolverine trio combined for 43
kills on the night.
DSeeSplkers,pagell.

Hoosiers
slip by
Booters

This year, however, there is a
new attitude behind the fresh
faces. "This team has a lot of
good character," Palmisano
said. "They want to be here and
be successful.
"There is not a motivation
problem with these guys."
The attitude was evident in
Sunday's match. Down 2-0 going
into halftime, BG could have
conceded the game. Instead,
they appeared reinspired after
the break — hustling for every
ball, becoming aggressive
offensively and taking advantage of IU's fatigue.
Even Hoosier head coach
Jerry Yeagley noticed the
change.
"The longer they played, the
more confidence they got,' he
said. "They asserted themselves more as the game proConsidering the Falcons have
played only three matches of
their 14-match slate, it is promising to see the young players
maturing at such a quick rate.
Should the team continue to gain
confidence and assertiveness
concurrently, there is no telling
how many games they will win.
Unlike the 1988 version of the
BG booters, this season's squad
embodies a sense of team spirit
in addition to athletic ability.
The combination of the two is
necessary for the success of any
team, especially with a team as
young as the Falcons.
In the words of Yeagley, "This
team for Bowling Green is going
to get better and better."

Riley completed 13-of-19 passes
for 124 yards and the touchdown.
After the kickoff, Falcon tailback Charles Edgerton fumbled
on the first play and the Cardinals' Ralph Wize recovered at
BG's 37. Six plays later, fullback
Scott Johnson ran one yard for a
144 lead.
Wilson scored his touchdown
11 minutes later with 2:45 left In
the half on a one-yard run, givingBall State a 21-0 lead.
The Falcons then took the ball
□ See Gridders, page 11.

by Mike Drabenstott
sports writer

Though the soccer team
found offense and confidence in the second half
Sunday, they could not
overcome a two-goal halftime deficit in a 2-1 loss to
seventh-ranked Indiana
University.
Played in front of a vocal
Mickey Cochrane Field
crowd exceeding 500 people, the game was dominated in the first half by the
defending national champion Hoosiers. But the
young, underdog Falcons
played an inspired second
stanza only to fall one goal
short.
"There is no reason for
us to hang our heads," a
beaming BG head coach
Gary Palmisano said. "We
need to be disappointed
that we did not get the job
done, but I am pleased
with the overall performance."

BG's Brian Boyle tries to slide tackle the ball away from an on rushing
Hoosier attacker. Last year's NCAA champions Indiana slipped by the

Courtesy ol the Key/ Eric Mull
Falcons 2-1 Saturday forcing the Falcons to 1 • 1 -1.

Seven of the 11 Falcon
starters were playing their
first BG home opener
D See Soccer, page 11.
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Harriers split with Golden Flashes
Falcon men squeak past Kent State 23-27, while women lose 28-29
by Charles Toil
sports writer

Running in their first home
meet of toe season last Friday,
the men and women cross country teams spilt with Kent State.
The men won 23-27 in the 8,000
meters, while the women lost a
close contest, 28-29, in the 5,000
meters.
Heading into the meet, BG
coach Sid Sink was looking for
his team to rebound from a disappointing race the week before,
in which both teams lost heavily
to Ohio University.
"We certainly ran better than
last week," Sink said. "It was a
very positive meet for both

teams (BG men and women).
We're starting to come around,
but we still have some hard
work to do."
"BG ran a real good race, and
we didn't run very competitive," KSU's coach Rod O'Donnell said. "They went out real
hard in the beginning and took
over the race."
For the men (4-1), Sink said
before the race they needed to
accomplish two goals. He expected senior Mike McKenna
and junior Brian Donnelly to run
closely with KSU's top runner
Jim Loveless, a junior who was
a 1988 All Mid-American Conference performer.
But after a good start, Loveless proved to be too much for

McKenna and Donnelly, taking
first place with a time of 25:30.
"He ran away from them,"
Sink said. "I'm hoping that they
will soon be able to run with
him."
Although they fell behind
Loveless, McKenna (25:58) and
Donnelly (26:22) proved again to
be the Falcons' top runners, finishing one-two for the thirdstraight meet.
Sink also stressed getting the
middle runners ahead of KSU's.
The Falcons responded by
having their next four runners
cross the line ahead of the Golden Flashes' third finisher.
"I don't know if we ran a
whole lot better than last week,"
he said. "But we really went out

hard the first mile and didn't let
up."
Sink said juniors John Wodarski (26:39) and John Monheim
(26:52) ran excellent races in
finishing fifth and sixth.
While the men will savor their
victory until next week, the
women will be trying to forget
their one-point loss.
Going into the race, both
teams were hurting. KSU, which
was running its first race, was
missing two top runners to injuries. BG (2-3), on the other hand,
was running wounded.
The Flashes were missing two
'88 AU-MAC performers, Wendy
McCormick and Carla Rutherford. While the Falcons were
running three injured runners
for the first time this season —
juniors Laura Schultes and
Tracy Gaerke and senior Missie
Betz.
"We expected a really close
meet and that's what we got,"
O'Donnell said. "They (BG)

were banged up just like us."
While Schultes, who was AUMAC last season, was the only
member of the trio to finish
(12th), Sink said he was pleased
with the way they all ran after
being out for the first two meets.
One harrier who was healthly
for the Falcons was freshman
Cheri Triner, who continued to
set the pace for the team, running a time of 18:45.
Senior Mary Louise Zurbuch
was the second Falcon to cross
the line, finishing fourth in 19:05.
"They're not running bad
races," Sink said. "We're iust
not in shape. We ran as well as
we can, we Just need to get
healthier."
Finishing third and fourth for
the Falcons were junior Carolyn
Goins and senior Missy Ellers,
who Sink said ran excellent
races and almost helped win the
meet.

ALPHA OMICRON PI
CONGRATULATES
THEIR NEWEST INITIATE

OSU looks
to ovoid
let down
COLUMBUS (AP) —For
the second year in a row,
Ohio State opened its
season Saturday with a
convincing victory.
But after beating Oklahoma State 37-13, coach
John Cooper said he hoped
the Buckeyes won't follow
the same script as in 1988.
A 26-9 victory last year
over Syracuse was followed by a 42-10 loss at
Pittsburgh.
"Let's avoid those peaks
and valleys we had last
year," Cooper said Monday at his weekly news
conference.
"That's the first thing I
talked to the football squad
about in the locker room
after the game: Let's en!oy the victory but let's
;eep in mind we are at the
same point now as we were
at this time a year ago.
And the roof caved in after
that."
The Buckeyes finished
4-6-1 last year, the school's
worst record since 1959.

The Obsidian
. needs

sales reps
for 1989-90 year
Commission, plus
great experience
Apply at 214 West
Hall or call 372-2606

CAROLYN ALDRICH

♦-
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The Homecoming Committee
•

Oldfiiends
With A New Name.

is in need of
CONVERTIBLES

•
T-TOP CARS
•
JEEPS
to escort campus and community dignitaries in
this year's Homecoming parade. If you own
such a vehicle and can be of assistance by
loaning your car for use in the parade on

Thursday, October 12, 1989
from 6:00 p..m. to 7:30 p.m.,
please contact
Cathy Earley at 372-8346 or
Gregg DeCrane at 372-2843.

Bowling Green's Diamond Savings office has become Ohio Citizens Bank!
In many ways, we haven't changed. The same friendly people are still
here to serve you. But now you can take advantage of all the great banking services Ohio Citizens offers its customers at over 32 locations
throughout Northwest Ohio. And you can take advantage of our commitment to give you our best every day... the best service... the best banking
products. Come see us. We 're old friends with a new name... and a brand
new philosophy!

Owners are invited to participate by
driving their cars in the parade.
************************
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BGHS grad anchors BSU line
For Ball State, it was evident
in its 28-3 victory over Bowling
Green Saturday that the Cardinal ground game seemed to
have all the
Wright
swers.
Former BG
High School
standout Todd
Wright anchored the
Cardinal
offensive line
from his guard Wright
position as the
BSU running backs ran for 171
yards.
"It comes down to the fact
that we know we are going to run

the ball and that we need to run
the ball to be successful," he
said. "On the offensive line we
set challenges each week and
this week we wanted 300 yards
on the ground, now that's a helluva challenge."
Although the Cardinals didn't
quite reach their goal, they did
win the game, and for Wright
that is what makes the trip
worthwhile.
"It's good to come home and
play
Bowling Green," he said.
r
'A lot of the guys on the team
get me pumped up and I get
pumped up myself.
"Tnere's just a little more incentive for me to come back to
Northwest Ohio and play well."
For Wright, playing well has
never been much of a problem.
In high school he lettered
three years in both football and

hockey, while lettering two
years in baseball.
The redshirt junior was
named honorable mention All
Mid-American Conference in his
first full season as a starter last
year, and if the first three
Sames were any indication, it
oesn't look like he's ready to let
up.
In the Cardinals' second game
of the season, they traveled to
Rutgers to play against a team
that was favored to win. BSU
came away with a tie and
Wright came away with the
"champion" award given to the
BSU lineman who performed the
best.
But for Wright, he appeared to
be a perfect recruit for BG, his
father Paul is the head track
coach here.
"My father never really put

Ruggers split with Celtics
by Steve Easton
sports writer

Bowling Green's rugby club
team slipped and slid to a split in
its games against the Toledo
Celtics Saturday.
The A team lost 9-8, but the B
squad raised its record to 6-0
with a 20-7 victory.
Already at a disadvantage by
playing on a narrow field, the
ruggers also had to overcome
slippery and muddy weather
conditions.
Club coach Roger Mazzarella
said, "We prepared all week for
a narrow field, but then with the
weather conditions we couldn't
hold onto the ball very well."
Kyle Fulmer and Bret Level
each scored a try.
In the B team's triumph, Eric
Hepner, Chris Mazurek and
Scott Ault each recorded a try,
while Paul McCutcheon and Mazurek both scored penalty kicks.
In addition, Ault, who led the
B team in scoring with sis

points, added a touch to his try.
Overall, Bowling Green's
combined record is a respectable 9-3 heading into Sunday's 2
p.m. encounter with Notre
Dame in South Bend, Ind.
As a result of a 15-0-1 overall
record against the Irish, the
ruggers expect to get back on

track in order to prepare for
their tougher competition down
the road.

were posted on Saturday really hurt the team.
"Those scores blew us out
of contention," he said.
Nye said three players shot
well on Sunday, which enabled the team to rise into the
top 10.
"I was very encouraged to
see the short game improved
in Jennifer Girdlestone and
Kim Prasse," Nye said. "
Their hard work has paid
off."
Girdlestone, a freshman,
was the top performer for the
Falcons. She shot 83 on the
first day and 81 on the second
day to tie for 19th-place.
Junior Heidi Wright recorded the second best team
score with rounds of 80 and 86.

\buYe smart enough to calculate
the size of a Hydrogen atom.

: Woodsy Owl fors
Clean Water

And youVe still smoking?

"After losing 10 seniors last
year, we need to develop a winning attitude. We need to get
ready to play against the good
teams," BG captain Jim Williams said.
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SCHOOL OF HPER
DEC. 15TH THRU DEC. 22
PEG CREDIT IS ALSO

OFFERED
THE PRICE IS $314.00
INFORMATIONAL MEETING
WILL BE HELD THURSDAY
SEPT. 21 IN 210 EPPLER SOUTH
AT 7:00 P.M. OR CALL
372-8249
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On September 6th, 1989 Dr. Barbara Sizemore addressed the "UNITY RALLY", held
in Prout Chapel and sponsored by THE OFFICE OF MINORITY AFFAIRS. On
September 7th, 1989 the BG NEWS reported those parts of her address they felt to be
newsworthy and/or ot interest to the majority of students at BGSU, but the essence of
what she said seemed to escape the BG NEWS reporter, perhaps because she left
before the program was completed. Or perhaps it was because she felt it was (to quote
a TeeShirt I saw on one of the young brothers there) "...a black thing..." and she
"wouldn't understand."
In her address Dr. Sizemore spoke of the need for those of us in the monority to
excell, to help each other, to truly come together in a unified effort to defeat those who
are consistantly attacking and aiding the errosion of our rights. Those who make these
attacks she reminded us are not the same kind of racists who wore sheets and lynched
black men in the South less than a generation ago. Now they wear suits and ties and
talk of "ideological opposition to affirmative action." or like Mr. Atwater (now Chairman
of the Republican Party) design political commercials which attempt to portray all black
men as rapists and murderers.
In her address Dr. Sizemore spoke of the need for us to come together to defeat these
racists just as the brothers and sisters at Howard University did when Mr. Atwater was
nominated to sit on their Board of Trustees. To come together and make our needs
known, our voices heard just as the brothers and sisters did at Wooster College here in
Ohio.
In her address Dr. Sizemore spoke of how all of us had been brainedwashed by an
educational system that teaches us "Columbus discovered America," while ignoring the
fact that native inhabitants had been here for thousands of years before his "discovery."
Brainwashed by the media into seeing black whenever the word "welfare" is mentioned,
in spite of the fact that the majority of people collecting public assistance in the U.S.
are white.
Therefore, in this column and throughout the school year the NAACP will dedicate
this space to highlighting the History of People of Color, and our contributions
throughout the History of world "civilization." We invite all people of color to contribute
to this column, so that we may learn more about ourselves and our history.
Did you know that: Hanibal who was the first man to "cross the Alps with elephants"
and conquered the Italians both with his military genius and intermarriage was a
BLACK MAN?
Did you know that: Dr. Daniel Williams, Chicago surgeon who died in 1931, the first
to perform "open heart surgery," was a BLACK MAN?
Did you know that: There were three African Popes of Rome, Victor (189-199 AD),
Melchiades (311-312) and St. Gelasius (496 AD). And that it was Melchiades who led
Christianity to final triumph against the Roman Empire?
Did you know that: In 1670, Virginia passed a law forbidding "Negroes from buying
white people." And that "free Negroes" bought white people in such numbers in
Louisiana, that the state made a similar law?
Did you know that: The all white student government which last year made its first act
the (attempted) elimination of ONE THIRD of the minority representation in the General
Assembly is having an election TODAY?
Did you know that: Several of the candidates in today's election are PEOPLE OF
COLOR who need your support?
Please support them but support more than them, also support the spirit of Dr.
Sizemores' address because only we can stop the racists who want so badly to make us
powerless, from the chambers of the supreme court, to the local gas station (which
refused to reddem the lottery ticket because the man presenting it was BLACK).
Together we can stop the Lee Atwater's and David Duke's of this world, but alone, on
our own, they will destroy us!
Craig K. Taliaferro
Treasurer N.A.A.C.P.

The women golfers overcame a poor outing on the
first day of competition at the
Illinois State Invitational to
finish a respectable eighth
place.
The Falcons regrouped
Sunday after shooting poorly
on Saturday in the tournament featuring 20 teams in
which Indiana took home the
top prize.
We performed poorly on
Saturday and that put us in a
tough position to get back into
contention," BG head coach
Greg Nye said.
After shooting 344 on the
first day, the linksters came
back and shot a 329 on the
second day to gain some
ground on their opponents.
Nye said three scores that

any pressure on me to come to
BG,* he said. "Ball State
offered me two-thirds of a scholarship, and that was in writing
so I took it."
And for BSU head coach Paul
Schudel. he's happy he did.
"Todd has made himself into a
real fine football player," he
said. "He works real hard in the
weight room and we are glad to
have him on our team."
But for Wright, he's happy to
be there as long as the Cardinals
are still competing for the trip to
the California Raisin Bowl,
which they just missed last
year.
"Last year we were forced to
rely on the defense because they
had all the veterans," he said.
"This year it's the exact opposite, we (the offense) need to
pick up the slack and bring the
defense along.
"Today they responded with a
goal-line stand and that shows
this team is starting to come
around."

COLORADO SKI WEEK

To these top performers
on the
BG News .Sales Staff:
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Ann Sower
Aug. 20 - 25

Kelly Gray
Sept. 5 - 8

Michelle Muth
Aug. 29 - Sept. 1

Keep Up The Good Work!
,
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Slow start dooms
MnkstersatlSU

Hometown prep star Wright gains victory in homecoming
by Don Hensley
sports editor
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Surprises put twist in predictions
by Mark Huntebrinker
assistant sports editor

COMMENTARY
If prognosticators who predicted the 1989 baseball season
were using a crystal ball, they
had better consider taking their
prediction devices in tor a
check-up.
Thanks to a handful of surprises, those experts' who were
assigned the unenviable task of
choosing the outcome of this
season are — in short —recovering from lost credibility.
The biggest of the pleasant
surprises has been the Chicago

Cubs. Since June, everyone has
been waiting for the Cubs to fall
flat on their face. But their typical 'June Swoon' never occurred, and with two weeks left
in the season they hold a five
game lead over division
Favorites New York and St.
Louis.
Don Zimmer's club goes on a
streak where they lose four or
five games in a row, but comes
back to win seven out of the next
eight. Rync Sandberg, the walking baseball clinic, is having a
career year, while it appears
nobody has yet to inform rookie
outfielders Jerome Walton and
Dwight Smith they are in the
middle of the pennant race.
The pitching staff, anchored

by veteran Rick Sutcliffe, has
been a model of consistency.
Mike Bielecki has posted 16 wins
opposed to seven losses, and reliever Mitch Williams is second
in the league in saves with 33.
Yes, it seems we are going to
hear more than we probably
want to hear about the 'Wild
Thing' well into October.
But don't fear, the underdog
Cubs battling in the playoffs on a
cool October night in Wrigley
Field should overcome 'Wild
Thing' nausea.
Baltimore Orioles' fans have
felt anything but nauseated in
1989. The O's were so bad in '88
that they were out of the race in
the first two weeks. A proud
franchise over the last two de-

iUSG

iUSGI
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Vote
U

You've Got It Now Use It !

cades, Baltimore had fallen into
shambles.
But for some reason nobody
has quite been able to put a
finger on, the Orioles started
winning and now find themselves just two-and-a-half
games back of Toronto with 11
games left.
Cal Ripken Jr. has been attributed with supplying the calming force on and off the field for
manager Frank Robinson, while
catcher Mickey Tettleton and
outfielder Joe Orsulak are coming of age.
Jeff Ballard started the
season and looked like the result
of the reincarnation of Cy
Young. After he cooled off, the
rest of the staff picked up the
pace. The success mounted
when they found an ace of the
bullpen in rookie Greg Olsen (25
saves) to add to the solid starting rotation.
Now, all the Orioles can hope
for is they don't wake up and
have a touch with reality until
late October.
Another team hoping to stay
unconscious is the California
Angels. The Angels, who were
supposed to hang out in the the
AX. West's basement all season

long, are currently two-and-ahalf games back of heavy division favorite Oakland.
With underrated young talent
in Devon White and Jack
Howell, along with proven veterans Brian Downing, Wally
Joyner, Lance Parrish and
Claudell Washington, this team
somehow slipped by the 'experts' as they picked the Angels
to finish anywhere from fourth
to six in the A.L. West.
As was the case with the Cubs
and Orioles, the Angels have
received some surprise pitching
performances. Bert Blyleven,
who was considered washed-up
before the season, has won 15
8ames. Young Chuck Finley and
le rejuvenated Kirk McCaskill
have been keys in the starting
rotation, while Brian Harvey (23
saves) overcame some midseason struggles and has been a
major stabilizer down the
stretch.
So, with these three teams in
the middle of the pennant race
with under two weeks to play, it
is a good thing the prognosticator's word isn't the last. If it
was, everybody would be missing out on what makes baseball
special.

Riley,
Navarro
honored
TOLEDO (AP) —
Ball State quarterback
David Riley and Eastern
Michigan free safety Bob
Navarro have been selected as the Mid-American
Conference players of the
week.
Riley, a senior from
Germantown, Ohio, completed 13 of 19 passes for
124 yards and one touchdown to lead Ball State to a
28-3 victory at Bowling
Green. He completed 68
percent of his passes and
was not intercepted. Nine
of his completions gave
Ball State first downs.
Navarro, a junior from
Jenison, Mich., made four
solo tackles, intercepted
two Ohio University passes
to stop drives deep in EMU
territory and broke up another pass as Eastern
Michigan won, 30-25.
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When:
Where:
What:

TODAY
9 - 4 Union Oval
4 - 6 Residence Halls
USG District Senator
Elections

Valid University I.D. Required to Vote
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Time Is Running Out
9 days left
for

senior portraits
this session!
Appointments are filling lest.
Don't be ten outl
walk-ins accepted 10-noon and 1-4 p.m.

Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by our office at 28 West Hall
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Spikers

Soccer
D Continued from page 7.
Combine that with the
prestige and talent of a team
like IU and any first-half nervousness was understandable.
Indiana took advantage of
BG's defensive inexperience 12
minutes into the first period, as
Hoosier senior forward Sean
Shapert recovered a ball which
two Falcon defensemen failed to
clear at the top of the goalie box.
Shapert gained possession and
put the ball past BG goalie
Mickey Loescher for his second
goal this season, giving IU a 1-0
advantage.
The Hoosiers scored again
22:56 into the match as 1988
Hermann Trophy winner Ken
Snow followed-up a Chad Deering shot for his fourth goal this
year and a 2-0 IU lead.
BG closed the gap at the 63:12
mark. Falcon goalie Greg Mur6hy, who replaced Loescher to
egin the second half, launched
a punt 60 yards downfield where

sophomore Rob Hunt was waiting. Hunt redirected the ball
with a header to midfielder
Steve Cain.
Cain took the ball down the
right flank and crossed the ball
to a charging Hunt, but Hunt's
shot was deflected by IU keeper
Juergen Sommer. An opportune
Kyle Royer, though, put the rebound in the Hoosier net. It was
the junior's second goal this
season.
Palmisano said the score was
a result of executing the game
plan — staying away from IU'S
strong talent in the middle of the
field and advancing up the sides.
"Our objective was to attack
the flanks," he said. "We could
use our speed to get around the
flank ana get some quick crosses."
The Falcons almost tied the
match with 10 minutes remaining. Hunt had the ball with one
defender mirroring his moves.
He dribbled from the flank to the
top of the box, where he attemp-

Gridders
3 Continued from page 7.
down the field in nine plays before settling on Zeller's field
goal.
Game Notes: Ron Heard led

BG's receivers with three catches for 61 yards. ... Inside linebacker Larry Lambright led all
tacklers with 15 stops and safety
Terry Wilson made 14. ... Attendance was just 8,286.

Tonight is Popcorn Nite'«"'
1••»"*
Sa IX Hi Mi 930-l'«
IS 7 IS 930
All Popcorn 1/2 Price
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ROBIN

WILLIAMS

He was their inspiration. He made their lives extraordinary
Courtesy ol the Key/ Eric Mull
Bowling Green's Tammy Schiller (8) and Jennifer Russell (5) recover after
trying to block a shot at the net. The Falcons split matches with Michigan
and West Virginia at Anderson Arena over the weekend.

DEAD POETS SOCIETY

ANY REGULAR SIX INCH
Supers add $ 1.00

WOODLAND MALL
♦SUBUJIW*

FALLFEST '89 '...MEMORIES OF WOODSTOCK
WILL IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW THE GAME AT
THE INTRAMURAL FIELDS WEST OF THE
STADIUM AND CONTINUE UNTIL 9:00 P.M.

ted a left-footed shot that was
saved by a sliding Sommer.
Part of BG's offensive resurgence in the second half was a
function of Hoosier fatigue. Sunday's match was the fifth in nine
days for IU and with illness and
injuries affecting some players'
performances, it was common
to see Hoosiers wearily jogging
downfield or grasping for
breath.
"We had a patchwork line-up
to finish the second half," IU
head coach Jerry Yeagley said.
"We played with players in positions they're not used to playing
in a tough game.
"I give a lot of credit to Bowling Green. They came at us with
fresh players throughout the
game. We wore down.
With the loss, BG's record
dropped to 1-1-1, while the Hoosiers raised theirs to 5-1-1. The
Falcons' hope to return to winning form Wednesday at 3:30
p.m. in a home match against
Eastern Michigan.

G Continued from page 7.
"It was such an even matchup," UM head coach Joyce
Davis said. "BG played exceptional defense, but we just got
ajot more agressive in the last
three games," she added.
"After the those two wins, we
were feeling good, and we just
eased up a tittle. We just didn't
play as hard as we should have
to win in three games, but we
learned from that experience,
that's for sure," Van De Walle
said.
The weekend's action left the
Falcons with an overall record
of 3-7, with conference play set
to begin on Sept. 29 against
Toledo.
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Cimpui Recruitment Calendar »1
For The WNki of:
October 2 ft October 0
Scheduling On-Campus
Interview Appointment*
The firsl Oay o< sign-ups lot interviews during
the period ol October 2 through October 13.
1089. win be held on Wednesday September
20 at 4 p. m
at the Northeast Commons. (Advanced Job Hunters S«gn-Upe w* be
held al 3 30 p m ) There will be no Education
Sign-ups dunng this recruiting period Al registrants must have a First Choice Interview Card
to participate >n the first dsy ol signups Alter
the first day. students and Alumni;ae may signup lor interviews from Bam lo 5 p m althe
University Placement Services 360 Student
Services Building A Data Sheet must be submitted for each interview scheduled at the
time ot sign-up.
Cancellation ot Interview Appointments:
Canceaation ol an interview must be reported in
person to the University Placement Services no
later man 5pm one week (7 tuH daysl before
the interview day Complete a canceaation card
n the Sign-Up Room ol the Placement Office
Cancesaltons alter this time will be considered
a no-show You are encouraged to cafsfuly
consider employers before signing up lor interNiMH)
No Show Policy: Failure to appear for a scheduled interview or violation ol the canceaahon
pohcy w«u result in immediate suspension of
your sign-up privileges lor Ihe next recruiting
period If you did not honor yourscheduled interview . you are required to write a letter ol apology to the employer lor missing the interview.
bring the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with a Placement Counselor
before scheduling any additional interviews
Any student who no-shows" twice wil be denied interviewing privileges lor the remainder ol
ihe academic year
Notice on Citizenship Requirements: An
asterisk (') following an organizational name
denotes specific requirements regarding work
status in ihe United States Please review these
requirements careluUy Only those organizations with an asterisk (• > w* interview candidates with a student visa Students who do not
meet the work status requirements are encouraged to sign-up on the waiting kst
Spotlight Presentations: Spotkght presentations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy All students scneduhng
interviews are strongly encouraged to attend
appropriate Spotlights Spotkght presentations
are usually held m the Taft Room in the University Union at 6 p m or 7.30 p m Occasionally
spotlights are held m the University Placement
Services office To enter the Student Services
Building m the evening, you must use the second floor patio entrance Please consult the
calendar lor appropriate dates, times and locations

Additional Placement Servtcea: There are important services avertable to you at the University Placement Servtcea Please note that not al
organizations and companies regularly recruit
on cotege campuses The Mat below gonerafy
reflects the high demand areas in the world ol
work Don't become discouraged It your career
field is nol requested To assist you m conduct
W»Q an assertive |ob search, the Unversity
Placement Services provides career and
placement counseling credential services lob
search workshops, proleaaionei development
seminers. career fairs and an alum* Falcon
Network The exceeent Center tor Career Resources offers you career and employer information and current iob vacancies *i ALL career
hews Placement Counselors directly refer re
gistered students to employers in their desired
career fields insure your access to these services by registering with the University Placement Service* m your final year at Bowling
Green State University

Interview Oete:
Tuesday. October 3
Clairol. Inc
Compaq Computer Corp
Oept of the Navy
Occidental Chemical Corp
Wednesday, October 4
AJF Leasing
Enterprise Financial Group
Marathon O* Co
Meeker'Strasser.
-Connecticut Mutual
Prudential Property ft Casualty

ATTENTION KEY COLUNTEERS
There wil be a yearbook office training session
and update meeting on Wed Sept 20 at 8 pm
al the Key Office. 28 West Hall A* Volunteers
welcome Questions? Cal AMy or Heather at
3728086
^_
Attention Elementary ft Secondary Math
Marors information meeting lor BG Council ol
Teachers of Math Join ft earn a chance at
S100 00 book raffle and other prizes Dues
$4 50
ATTENTION:
STUDENT SOCIOLOGY ASSOCIATION
GENERAL MEETING
TUES. SEPT. 19 7PM
207 WILLIAMS
OPEN TO ALL

Thursday. October S
AJF Leasing
Arthur Andersen ft Co
JC Penney Company
Southern IMnois University
•School ol Law

Monday. October 9
Fifth Third Bank
Life of Virginia
Marathon Oil Co
Pizza Hut
Tuesday. October 10
Exploring Placement Opportunities

Frldsy. October 13
Century Financial Services
Johnson ft Johnson Baby Products
Marathon ON Co
Parker Hannifin Corp
The Timken Company
Touche Ross ft Co

UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
WHAT PICTURES FOR DIRECTORY
WHERE 8TH FLOOR AD BUILDING
WHEN WED., SEPT. 20 (9:00-10:00AM)
THURS., SEPT 21 (4:004:00pm)
DRESS NICE ANY ?. CALL JENNIE 2-4594

The Treaty Co and
The Neft Co . Drv ol Treaty
Texas Instruments. Inc

WHAT IS THE LSAT REALLY LIKE?
A Workshop for student* by students
Tues. Sept. 19. 7:00pm 306 Henna
Sponsored by the Pre-Law Society
Call 3534646 For more Info.

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

* Hospitality Management Society *
General Assembly meeting - tonight 7 30
4000BAA • Professional Dress Speakers: Julie
Rieget - Marriott's Toledo MKT MOER Dave
Stanford BGSU Co-op Office

' "Volunteers accepted for Love ft Care* *
•" of anlmals-Make own hours' •
To be considered, please contact Humane Society at 352-7339 or stop by

Women For Women Presents
"Let your Women Hear Our Words The
Rights of Cherokee Women Before the 19th
Amendment" will be the topic ot a lecture given by Cynthia R Kasee on Wednesday. Sept
20. at 7 30pm in 105 South Hal Currently on
faculty with Miami University ft Union Graduate
School. Cynthia Kasee is an ethnologist, an artisan, a published poet, a consultant ft is also atfikated with the Native American Pubkc Broadcasting Consortium. Inc The lecture is free and
open to al For more Information, cal the
Women's Center at 372-2281

WE'RE CELEBRATING

SKYDIVING

Siephen King's Birthday
Sepiember 21. 1947

15199 Grove Rd
Gorrettsville. Oho 44231

Rent - To - Own
Ik Televisions - VCR's - Furniture - Appliances \

S

s

5 Bee Gee Rental & Sales
1

A TO Z DAT A CENTER' 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Express. Typing. Resumes FAX Copies

Guitar Lessons Available tor beginning and intermediate guitarists Call Frank St 354-7883

LASERPRINT/WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS. REPORTS. THESIS.
SUMESS
$1 25'PAGE CALL 353-51 70

Fireslarter
II
Skeleton Crew
Silver Bullet
The Stand
The Talisman
The Tommyknockers
The Running Man
I'd Scm.ii.irs
Night Shilt
Ditlcicni Seasons
The Dark Tower II Gill Set
. . . and many more!
Check Out Our Specia
Display In The Store

Someone cares about you and
your pregnancy concerns al
BG PREGNANCY CENTER
Call 354 -HOPE
For into on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supportive tests
Typ-ng
$1.35 per page
354-0371

PERSONALS

Ph. 352-4646

HOURS:

MON. - FBI.
SAT.

1:00-5:00
9:004:00

GAMMA PHI SETA
BALLOON SALE
SEPT. 18-22
UNION FOYER 10:30-3:30

• ALPHA GAMMA DELTA/PHI SIGMA KAPPA
FLAG

FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
KING QUEEN
EDUCATION BUILDING
STEPS
■ ALPHA QAMMA DELTA/PHI SIGMA KAPPA

COMPETITION

- Hospitality Management Society "
General Assembly Meeting • Tonight 7 30
4000BAA - Professional Dress Speakers: Julie
Riegel • Marriott's Toledo MKT MGER Dave
Stanford BGSU Co-op Office
•' * ASM Disks " " '
We still have 3 5 DSDD disks available'1 If Interested call Dave 2-6735 Disks are still only
$1 25each
while supplies last
Sponsored by ASM(MISCIub)
"• DELTA UPSILON""
Congratulations on a successful Rush'
Good Luck to all ol your new Pledges'
You Guys are great!
Love.
Gretchen. Kits. Andree. ft Eitoen
•'KAPPA'' SIGEP" KAPPA" "SIGEP"
The sisters ol Kappa Kappa Gamma
would line to belatedly congratulate
Melinda Messbarger on her
tavakering lo Tim Peterson
"KAPPA"SIGEP"KAPPA"SIGEP"

•KKG' KAREN SAVARISE 'KKG'
Congratulations on becoming a new initiate We
are so proud of you for going active'
Love, Your Kappa Sisters
•KKQ'KKO'CELIABURDEN'KKO'KKO"
You are doing a wonderful Job with our AWESOME Pledge class • we an knew you would'
Love, your Kappa Sislers
ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA 0ELTS
Just wanted to remind you that I love al of you
Keep up the good work L&L Stacy
ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA CELTS
ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS
Congrats to the new actives
LftL Stacy
ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA I PHI SIGMA KAPPA

AOTT' Slg" Eps ' AOTT * Slg" Eps
Thanks to Ihe best coaches Kevin. Cratg.
Dave We had a BLAST, and so did me GipperlAOPull' A O Pull

AOTT ' Slg Eps ' AOTT ' Slg Eps

AOT

AOT

AOT

AOT

AOT

AOT

AOT

A () T

AOT
ATTENTION KEY VOLUNTEERS
There wil be a yearbook office training session
and update meeting on Wed Sept 20 at 8pm
al the KEY office. 26 West hal Al Volunteers
encouraged to attend, new volunteers welcome Questions? Cal AMy or Heather at
372-8086.

KAPPA DELTA
WISHES TO CONGRATULATE
OUR NEWLY INITIATED SISTERS

B.Q.S.U. Sfcl Team
Information Night
Sept. 28. Tuesday
Meeting at Rm 75 Rodgers
Questions. Cal Nico at 2-1848
No Racing Experience Necessary

Lori Doktor
Debbie McCarter
Amy Wilson

Daphie Craske
Amy Matscherz
Denise Smith

WELCOME TO OUR SISTERHOOD!
APT

AOT

APT

AOT

APT

APT

^APJL

AOT

AOT

Wanted • Drummer tor hard-rock band interested m playing clubs 354-STUD Ask lor
Lor en or Frank

Congratulations to Karen Mettter on her preengagement to Mark Struhar of Alpha Sigma
Phi' Love, your Atone Pelt Sisters

WANTED Female roommate, non-smoking. To
share 2 bedroom house with 3 girts Close to
Campus lor more Info Call Lynn or KeUey at
353-7407

Congratulations
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
1989 Mud-Tug Spirit Champs'

HELP WANTED

Congratulations lo Roberta Hughe/1 on your
pearling to Mark Hetzer'
Love, your ADPi Sisters

BOWLING GREEN MUNICIPAL COURT INTERNSHIP (or an upper class BGSU student as
judge's legal researcher and courtroom bailiff
No pay. but excellent experience for person interested in criminal justice or legal career For
application form, call Mary Cowed at
352-5263. 8.30 am to 4 30 pm Deadline
for filing appl-cation 09 22 89

DQMMMMMMMM
GlnaHerrman
Welcome to the Family.
You are an awesome little
We're going to have a great year
So get psyched
I IT b B>g Michelle
DG DO DG DG DO DG DO DO DG

Earn easy cash for just a tew minutes ol your
time whenever you want Cal 353-8224
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE
FULL-TIME ft PART-TIME
DURING BQSU CLASSES
Our company Is seeking employees to per
form unskilled light production work Flexible
hours around class schedules can be arranged
Plant location la onry 2 blocks Irom B G S U
campus The rate ol wage is S3 35 per hour if
interested cal the company office at 354-2844
or pick up applications at Advanced Specialty
Products. Inc 428 Clough Street. Bowling
Green, Ohio

FLAG FOOTBALL OFFICIALS NEEDED PICK
UP REFERRAL AT STU0ENT EMPLOYMENT.
APPLY IN IM OFFICE. 108 REC CENTER
MANDATORY CLINIC. WEDNESDAY. SEPT
27. 7-10.30 PM
QAMMA PHI BETA
CATCH THE SPIRIT
BALLOON SALE
CATCH THE SPIRIT
QAMMA PHI BETA

Enthusiastic individual needed to supervise
high school volunteers m kitchen or grounds
work Weekend employment at year around
YMCA storer Camp near Jackson Michigan
$45 & room and board. Call gloria Jones
517-536-6607

HEY ALPHA QAMMA DELTA:
ARE YOU READY FOR TOURNAMENT
WEEK 69?
THE PHI SIGS ARE PSYCHED AND READY
FOR
THE PHILANTHROPY EVENT OF THE YEAR'
GET PSYCHEDI THE PHI SIGS

Excellent opportunity I
P.T or FT 354-5602

network marketing

Help wanted to paint (stain) house: prefer team
males or females 352-0511

INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL ENTRIES
DUE WOMEN'S • SEPT 28: MEN'S - SEPTEMBER 27 ENTRIES DUE IN 108 SRC PY
4 00 PM

Van driver, part-time position to provide transportation to ft Irom social service agency Must
have a valid drivers license & excell driving record Submit resume to. PO Box 738. BG. OH
43402 EOE

KD KD LORI DOKTOR KD KD
Congratulations on initiation-all your hard work
has finally paid ott'LOve and A O T Dawn

FLAG FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT 1989
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23 8AM NOON
AT FIELDS BEHIND THE MUSIC BUILDING
* ALPHA GAMMA DELTA f PHI SIGMA KAPPA '

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

WANTED
Non-Smoking Female to sublease lor spring
143 75/month Call 354-2696

RE-

"KKQ* LAURA SHOCK "KKG"
Congratulations on receiving our Kappa loyalty
pm' You truly deserve to wear n
Love, your Kappa Sisters

STUDENT TRAINING OP CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

Needed: One Non-smoking person lo share a 2
bdrm Frazee apt Most hate rap music and love
beer $150 mo plus eiec Send resume
to KistklddtoglCal354-8ei0.

SERVICES OFFERED

Do you need s babysitter with ftevtjle hours and
lots ol experience Call Amy 353-8386

The Bowling Green Gaming Society invites you
to
FALLGAMEFEST 89
Friday. Sept 22 6pm-11pm
Saturday.Sept 23 ilam-llpm
Sunday. Sept 24 11am-6pm
Stop in at The Hidden Realms store located on
West Wooster across from Toledo Trust ft The
BG Police Dept to play a wide selection of
roleolaying games including Advanced Dungeons and Dragons. G.UflP.S. Morrow
Protect. Fnngeworthy, Star Fleet Battles. Me
gaTraveser. Space 1889. Startire. Squarbies.
adn many more Cal Thomas at 669-2344 or
Paul at 686- 80 7 5 for more information

Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Co
Johnson ft Johnson Baby Products
MK Ferguson
Touche Ross ft Co (Interns)
Texas Instruments. Inc

125 W. Poe Rd.

CHICAGO BOUND?'
It ywi are haadad Id ma WINDV CITY ANYTIME
cat Kimbarty at 353 787? Ill halp you with
gas A you ■ ba saving my sanity

Society tor Human Resource Management
(formerly S.P.A.)
Informal meeting ft new member sign up
Tues., Sept. 19 (today) at 7:30pm
in 101 BA
•" All Makxa Welcome " *

Wednesday. October 11
Amoco Corporation
Artesian industries
Chemical Abstracts Serwse
Goodyear Tire ft Rubber Co
Horace Mann Companies
Hyatt Hotels
Price Waterhouse
Texas Instruments. Inc

216-548-4511

RIDES

P ARTY Is affiliated with the Prevention
Center Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse and
National BACCHUS

PSO' Progressive Student Organization " PSO
There wtl be a meeting tonight at 9 30pm at
UCF {Thuntin ft Ridge) All are welcomed

Thursday, October 12

Cieveiona Sport
Parachuting School

LOST 1 goUhaarl pendant. santlmantal vakia
Ra«aid PIMM cal 354 4052

Weekly meetings are Tuesdays at 9 15 PM in
the 2nd floor lounge of the Student Services
Bldg Everyone is welcome' Come foin he
party!

HUNGRY? Come to the French House Bake
Sale at the French House and m University Hall
Wed Sept 20. tlam-4 30pm

Looking for a new way lo spend your
tuesday nights?
Check out the BGSU Skating Club
9 15-10 15pm
$2 00 per week or $25 00 'or the year
50 skate rental

Need cash but studying doesn't leave enough
time for a fob? Here's your opportunity lor extra
Income Send SASE plus SI to JOBS. 1554
Clough '16. Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

COME PARTY WITH USIII
P.A.R.T Y.-Promoting awareness and responsibility towards yourself is a new campus organ
nation Interested In the social promotion of responsible, healthy, tow-risk choices In refer
ence to alcohol and other drugs

LOST & FOUND

Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center for Choice II
Toledo. OH 255-7769

JOIN OS E A'"
Membership drive Sept 11 Sept 29 in the Education BWg first floor

Friday, October 8
Joseph Home Co . Inc
Marathon 0* Co
Nationwide Insurance

ATTENTION MORTAR IOAR0
NairtmaatUig 0-21.9 30 pm AlpMGamma DaRaHOUM

ESTABUSH YOUR CREDIT"
AED-Pre Med Honorary is sponsoring free signups for Vise, MasterCard, and Discovery No
obfcgation1 Sepl 18-22 from 8-5 30 m Mslh
Science

JAPANESE CLUB
Our First meeting will be
TUESDAY -.1.-1.1 it
In the Off-Campus Student Center
ALL MAJORS WELCOME!

AmeriTruat

l%«

•* Women In Communications. Inc *"
Communications majors come hear Jackie
Venzei. from wiCi'S Toledo chapter, speak
about -Resume Writing ft Networking " We wil
meet Tuesday. September i9at 7 30pmtnthe
Ohio Suite
Union
Everyone is welcome' ' WICI • wtci •

Woodcreek Farm
Fuk or Part-time help needed
12419 Jerry City Rd .655 3066

KKG-LUCY-KKQ
Keep your chin up A don't stress out' We're
gonna have a blast on the 23rd Remember • I'm
always here lor youH'Love. Your roomie'

You can acquire JOB EXPERIENCE to Communications Pubkc Relations. Marketing and
Sales Apply NOW lor Ihe BGSU FALL TELEFUND' Applications are available at Ihe Mieti
Alumni Center from 8.00-5 00. Monday - Friday

Let Us Know What YOU Want'
Vote Today
USG District Senators
Pi Beta Phi Christy Crawford Pi Beta Phi
Welcome to Pi Phi where friends are true.
I'm grateful to have found a true friend in
you.
.Love, Cathy.

FOR SALE

Rah. Rah. Ree'
Jenny Tusa got pearled to Mike Veeety)
Congrats from your Alpha Deit Sisters

1976 Blue Corvette. T-Tope. 70.000 mess
New tires ft battery Excel Cond Asking
$7,600 Cal 1-800-527-7099 before 6pm a
686-6830 after 6pm. ask for Tony

S.C.R.E.A.M.
Students creating real enthusiasm and motivation
LOGO NEEDE0
Submit entries lo 405 Student Servkee By
Oct. 2
1100.00 prize to winning design
QUESTIONS? CALL 372-5909 or 372-2059.

1976 Honda Hawk CB400T
Orange, 400cc vertical twlh, less then 14 k
miles, runs A looks good, mag wheels,
owner'! manual, $350, 363-5678 evenings A
weekends.
1985 OLDS CALAIS SUPREME 5SPD,
LOADED SHOWROOM COND. MAINTAINED
TO HIGHEST STANDARDS. ACCEPTING
OFFERS. BUYING A NEW CALAIS. HURRYI
372-6170 JOHN.

Sign up NOW at the Student Activities and
Orientation Office lor the October 7 Playfair
Leadership Conference' Participation is limited
to the first 100 registrants

1986 Nissan Pulsar NX Special Edition Pickup
payments 352-0081

The Sisters of Chi Omega would like to congratulate Carta Marsheck on your surprising Pi
Kapp Pinning to John Matthews

83 Honda CX 650 Custom tow rider shaft drive.
water cooled, burgundy red. excelent cond
$975 OB0 354-7336 ERIC

The Sisters of Pi Beta Phi wish to congratulate
Kathy Karbowski on her Lavaliering to Pi Kappa
PrklBp Flauto and to Debbie Bing on her Livelier■ng to Kappa Sig Tom MsBoy

Beer lights and signs Same kind you see In
bars. Perlect lor any room Request inventory
catalogue or visit our lit display ot signs on
weekends For details cal 353-8224. ask lor
Chris

The Sisters of PI Beta Phi wish to congratulate
the following on their pearimgs
Niki Leonard to David Sharp
Michelle Kunka to Dan Garlick
Kim E well to Joe Bonlek

Coupon Book For Sale
$85 each
Cal 2-5517. ask lor Ehse

The Sisters of Pi Beta Phi wish to congratulate
the Caryn Wilkinson on her engagement to Pat
Knott and Kathy Veron on her engagement to
DougCochran

Don't Be Sorry. Be Safe
Apartment and personal aecur.ty devices at
student prices Cal 362-7646 tor prices and
appointments. Fish and Co

THEY'RE HEREI
Bigger Better Crabs'
Bigger Better Board'
Bigger Better Races!
Bigger Better Prices'
Funnier Jokes tor the Refst

Epiphone 1 2 string guitar
like new ' $175 or trade
353 7868
FOR SALE: Honda VF 500F Interceptor
Great condition - Make Oiler
Cal 686-8098

COSTS NOTHINQ. WIN BIQ,
IMPRESS YOUR FRIENDSI
TONITE AT DOWNTOWN -10:00.

For Sale: Solid Stale Zenith 25' Color TV
800.00. Call 352-—78.

USE YOUR VOTE
TODAY
USG ELECTIONS

Ilness forces sale of coaector's Aral edition ot
four porcelain Cabbage Patch dolls $250
each cash only 3530769
Minolta XE-5 Camera 50 mm
80200mm Macro-Focus 2x Teieconverter

USG ELECTIONS
VOTE TODAY

$265 00 Cal 352-1350

USG ELECTIONS

MUST SELL' MUST SELL' MUST SELL'
Nice single bed toft $50 Bar signs, lights,
docks. Best otters Shm 150w graphic eqauHzw best offer Cal Warron at 353-9067

9-4 Union Oval
4-6 Residence Hake
Bring Your Student ID

FOR RENT
VOTE for JOHN CORHIGAN
USG ofl-Campui Representative

2 bedroom unlurmshed apartment available
now
Village Green Apartments
Call
354 3533

WATCH YOUR FAVORITE TEAM
ON OUR TV WITH A SATELLITE DISH
QUARTERS CAFE

2 bedroom apartment Haskins. Oh 10 minutes
from campus' Cal Deanna or Theresa.
823-1065 Evenings

When Jennifer Barb had to go into the hospital.
she called up her scope man & now they're
pearied' Soon the whole house sang "My Alpha
Deft" to her! Congratulations'

Apt for rent Spring Semester Very close to
campus. 1 room efficiency for more info. Cal
Chris 354-4067

WHO SHOT KR?

Apt. for sublease, Spring Sem . lor 1 or 2 people Completely furnished Extremely close to
campus1 Good view CaUJim 353-91 70

Yee Haw' Gretchen Esau is the Lucky Alpha
Den who got pearled to Barry Schneiinger!
Yea'

Large single person effic avail Immed Very
close to campus Low rent. All udi inckl. Ample
parking space Please cal 354-5456 after
6pm

Yol The Alpha Delta Pi Mud Tug Team won staters ol the week' ESPECIALLY Jen Dieknan for
designing the shirts1 Luv ya'

B.Q.S.U. Ski Team
Information Night
Sept 26. Tuesday
Meeting At rm 75 Rodgers
Questions. Cal Nlco at 2-1848
No Racing Experience Needed

1 Female nonsmoking roommate needed to
share 1 bedroom visage Green Apt Cal Karen
al 354 8824

Chadless couple searching for new bom baby
lo adopt
Please call collect at
1416-462-2389 or 1-415-462-6622

1 female roommate needed to share 2 bedroom
apt. with 3 lematee fal and/or spring semeater
Close lo campus
Call 354-4865 or
353-6030.

Nearly new large 2 bdrm, 1 1/2 baths, untum
apt Stove, refrtg ft dishwasher included Available now starting at $410/month
Cal John Newtove Real Estate 354-2260

WANTED

Sublease or roommate: very large efficiency.
AC, pool, laundry Perfectly clean w new carpi. $276 Cl 352-1373

I

Wlnthrop Terrace Apartments are now taking
appacatlona for our efficiency apartments lor
the current and spring semesters leases Three
great locations, heet included, maintenance.
laundry, etc Cal al 352-9135 or come lo 400
Napoleon Rd

